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Introducing SHEER TORTURE, part seven of the scorching new alpha billionaire romance series,
SHEER SUBMISSION, by Hannah Ford…

Stay away from her.

The words burned against my brain, searing hot. Then another thought, more dangerous than the first.

Tie her wrists, brand her, teach her.

She was wearing a dress that was a size too small, and I knew immediately she didn’t have a boyfriend
waiting for her at home, because no man would have let her out of the house in that.

The dress was red. Short. A sweetheart neckline that was supposed to make her look innocent, but did
nothing except push her full curves up and over the material. Her hair was dirty blond and long, tousled
around her shoulders.

She was sipping a glass of champagne and looking around nervously, her wide eyes flicking from person to
person at the party, as if she were afraid she was going to get caught.

What have you done, bad girl? Something you should be punished for?

My palm burned as I imagined taking her over my knee, that short little dress pushed up, the place between
her legs pulsing.

The feeling of desire I had looking at her was like an electric shock to my soul.

My instincts said to leave her alone, that this would end in nothing but tragedy. My instincts had always
served me well in the past.

But this time, I decided to ignore them.

An innocent girl.

A ruthless man.

An inevitable, sordid devastation…
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From Reader Review Sheer Torture (Sheer Submission, Book
Seven) for online ebook

Pamela Davis says

Wow

I have really enjoyed reading this series! Just when I think it can't get any the it does and now I'm left
hanging! Can't wait until book 8!

Michele says

Will Landon continue to skirt around Aven?
I voluntarily reviewed an Advance Reader Copy of this book. This is my 3rd book series by Hannah, so
always keep an eye out for her books In part 7, Aven’s sister, Willow arrives at her apartment beaten and
told to stay away from Landon’s brother. Landon arrives shortly thereafter, so Aven thinks he had something
to do with Violet’s beating. Landon calls his father who tells him that these people he cares about will regret
ever having met you and your brother. Landon and his brother take Aven and Violet to a charity event where
a former acquaintance of Landon’s asks to meet him to discuss his father. Will Landon get the information
he needs against his father? You have to read to find out.

Jen Hausman says

Sheer Torture

This series is so good but short I can't wait until the next one to see what happens and if Aven and Landon
Voliet and Connor are all going to be together or is something bad going to happen I love this series

Paige Whitecotton says

And

More craziness more people more mysteries more everything. The one thing it’s time for is for Aven to let
her sister have it. She needs to tell her she is seriously selfish and self centered.

Cathryne Slaughter says

Another cliffhanger!



I love this series, although I am ready for the finale. Each book is really a chapter in the story, so you need to
read them in order to understand the story

Ivy says

What method of promoting a book is this? A short story, cliff hangers and wait till the next tela novella,
episode comes out. Very deliberate and very frustrating.
The story is good and could be less distracting with the marketing ploy.

maylene hilliare says

Oh! my! god!

What the hell happened and how much danger are violet n aven in and can Landon and Conner protect them
from their father...oh lawd! bring the next book quickly...hannah sure knows how to leave us hanging...

BP34 says

This is book seven in the Sheer Submission Series and is a great read. Be forewarned that there is a
cliffhanger and the chapter is short. Other than that the book is a great read and full of fast paced action.
Danger, drama and chemistry that's off the charts. Well written with complex characters and an entertaining
story. I read a reader copy via Booksprout and voluntarily chose to write a review. I have not read the other
previous books in the series and I would recommend that you do so.

Diana Powers says

Very disappointed in this series.

I chose this rating because I feel very disappointed in th fact that every book ends in a cliffhanger. The books
are very short and then we have to pay to get the next book which seems to be 3 chapters of regular book size
also. This is very disrespectful to loyal readers.
It's a shame to have to give such a rating because the story itself is wonderful. Why in the world you don't
just write the book in its entirety before you distribute it I will never know unless it is to gouge your readers.
I'm ashamed of you.

Georgia B. Brown says

 "Just love the stores"



This thrilling stories keep you at the holding your breath at every word. I give it five stare because each book
take you on a different level and turns. Must read!!!

Dina says

3 1/2 Loving these cliffies stars!!

Reading and enjoying it.. however, these cliffies are giving me whiplash!

Pamela Carey Reynolds says

Oh crap

So there not brother and Sister, his father what does he have up his sleeve,, will we find out in book eight???

Christine Blake says

Book 7 Violet shows up scared with bruises on her face, after an evening on Aven and her roommate been
out drinking. After 3 days of no calls Landon calls wanting to come inside Aven's apartment. After intense
conversation Landon & Aven are back at their submissive relationship. Landon wants to take Aven to a
benefit, where they are honoring the Sheer's for their generous donations. on the ride to the benefit Connor as
ask Landon if Abigail his ex would be at the benefit, Aven immediately
gets jealous but as Landon lets her in "no secrets" her life about to change for better or worst?

Julianne Koerner says

Sheer Torture book 7 Exactly Correct

Every book l have read by Hannah Ford has been outstanding, but this series fits its title exactly! Just as you
get all involved in the next part of the storyline, Hannah again leaves you breathless and waiting for the next
part in the series! No matter what other author of book I am reading, when one of the Sheer Torture parts
comes out I cheat drop what l am reading and read it first!

Ali says

I love this story, but I say yet again, each set of chapters is too short. This makes it difficult to say very much
in a review. It is progressing at an enthralling pace. Danger is ever present. You just get fully engrossed
again and it stops. Tbh if I had to pay separately as each “book” is released I wouldn’t bother. The cost so far
must be over £10. If Hannah had written this as one complete book then I would have purchased it, but at a



cost nowhere near the price so far. I wish the rest of the story could be released next. Who knows how many
“books” there are to come.

I received a free copy of this book via Booksprout and am voluntarily leaving a review.


